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Posted September 2, 2009  Report post

I have been looking all over the board and haven't been able to �nd this. I was wondering
where are the Large Helmet logo pointers located for Houston, Jacksonville, Tennesee, and
Carolina in the new 32-team Rom. I can change the colors and everything else, just don't
know the location of the pointers to direct me to the right spots (i.e.- Buffalo- x1008C
C0A6). Any help, jstout maybe??
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the design of the logo:

 .org $BF5C  ; insert at 0x11F6C
; [LHLogoDesign]  for expansion teams
TexansHelmetDesign:
 .db $9F, $3D, $1E, $01, $34, $05, $36, $80, $3D, $1F
 .db $01, $35, $05, $37, $81, $3D, $3C, $01, $3D, $05
 .db $39, $82, $01, $2A, $FF

JaguarsHelmetDesign:
 .db $9E, $3D, $0E, $01, $24, $9F, $3D, $0F, $01, $25
 .db $05, $27, $80, $3D, $1A, $01, $30, $05, $32, $81
 .db $3D, $1B, $01, $31, $FF
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TitansHelmetDesign:
 .db $9F, $3D, $0A, $01, $20, $05, $22, $80, $3D, $0B
 .db $01, $21, $05, $23, $81, $3D, $0E, $01, $24, $05
 .db $26, $FF

PanthersHelmetDesign:
 .db $9E, $3D, $3A, $01, $3B, $9F, $3D, $32, $01, $38
 .db $80, $39, $3E, $3D, $33, $01, $39, $81, $39, $0A
 .db $3D, $36, $01, $3C, $FF

the struct (header, err whatever its called) with other info:

; located a little after 0x2FEB0
TexansHelmetData:
 .db $F6, $80, $FF, $FF, $FF, $FC, $09, $F8, $36, $39
 .db >TexansHelmetDesign - 8192
 .db  .db $AB, $17

JaguarsHelmetData:
 .db $F6, $81, $FF, $FF, $FF, $FC, $0F, $F8, $36, $3B
 .db >JaguarsHelmetDesign - 8192
 .db  .db $AB, $17

TitansHelmetData:
 .db $F6, $80, $FF, $FF, $FF, $FC, $04, $F8, $35, $37
 .db >TitansHelmetDesign - 8192
 .db  .db $AB, $17

PanthersHelmetData:
 .db $F6, $82, $FF, $FF, $FF, $FC, $15, $F8, $38, $3A
 .db >PanthersHelmetDesign - 8192
 .db  .db $AB, $17
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Thanks. But I also need the Helmet lays for the NFC West teams (all others are found at
x23e59-23e74, but not those 4 teams).
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the large helmet pointers for nfc west teams are at  
 
0x2FEDD
 
.hex A0A7   ; 49ERS     
.hex 84A7   ; RAMS
.hex 88A6   ; SEAHAWKS
.hex 14A7   ; CARDINALS
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x3f66a is where these start for the NFC West teams on the 32-team ROM:
x3f66a = 49ers (x40)
x3f66b = Rams (x41)
x3f66c = Seahakws (x41)
x3f66d = Cardinals (x40)
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Madison Tecmo Tournament - Only 1/2 garbage since 2008
2018: Green Bay - Not Good; Madison - Sweet 16 | 2017: Green Bay - Not Good; Madison - t-5th
| 2016: Madison - Sweet 16 | 2015: Green Bay - 2nd Place; Madison - Elite 8, Ohio - Not Good,
Iowa - Not Good | 2014: Nebraska - 2nd Place; Madison - Sweet 16; Ryder Cup - Winner (Team
Madison); Iowa - Winner | 2013: Nebraska - Elite 8; Madison - Round of 32; Ohio - Sweet 16;
Iowa - Final 6 | 2012: Madison - Sweet 16; Ohio - Sweet 16 | 2011: Madison - Round of 32; Ohio -

  On 9/3/2009 at 1:46 PM, ruben4 said:

Thanks. But I also need the Helmet lays for the NFC West teams (all others are found
at x23e59-23e74, but not those 4 teams).
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2-3 in triple-elim | 2010: Madison -  Elite 8; Ohio - Sweet 16; Chicago - Final 4 | 2009: Madison -
Round of 32;  Ohio - Elite 8 | 2008: Madison - Round of 32
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